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This paper explores the state of cross-border economic relations between Alberta and 

Montana in the context of both jurisdictions’ broader trade relations and major Canada-U.S. 
trade corridors.  It also examines the challenges of working with other jurisdictions in developing 
cooperative policy agendas capable of encouraging trade and travel while enabling a broader 
distribution of their benefits, both for neighbouring and more distant jurisdictions.  

 
This paper has three major sections: 
 

a) a summary description of Alberta’s borderlands with Montana and neighbouring Canadian 
and U.S. regions, including the border regions of northern Montana and neighbouring 
Canadian provinces; 

b) a summary of major trade, freight and travel flows from Alberta to neighboring U.S. 
jurisdictions, compared with Montana’s trade with neighbouring Canadian provinces; 

c) significant issues and challenges arising from the nature of trade-travel flows in the Alberta-
Montana region; combined with recommendations for action and further research.  

 
Given the far-flung nature of Alberta’s trade and travel relationships within and beyond 

North America, this analysis only addresses a small segment of Alberta’s broader trade and 
economic relationships – or of bilateral relations between Alberta and its immediate neighbours 
in the Pacific Northwest Economic Region.  However, it is hoped that it will provide building 
blocks for a better understanding of the broader relationship and identify areas for its future 
deepening and development.  
 
The Alberta-Montana Border and Borderlands Region 
 

Geographers typically distinguish between borders as physical boundaries between 
jurisdictions and borderlands – zones of varying depth and levels of interaction among people 
and communities in neighboring jurisdictions.  Geographic realities including – physical scale, 
dispersion of populations on both sides of the border, physical geography – particularly the 
Rocky Mountains and the Cypress Hills, and transportation corridors make this distinction 
particularly relevant to cross-border relations between Montana and the neighbouring Canadian 
provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and British Columbia.  

 
Both southern Alberta and northern Montana are characterized by widely-separated urban 

areas and broadly dispersed rural populations. Calgary, as the largest major city, is about 300 
miles / 500 km. from both Great Falls and Kalispell -- between five and six hours by road 
depending on road conditions and wait times at the border. Lethbridge is about two hours closer 
to both communities, which are about four hours’ drive from one another across the front range 
of the Rocky Mountains. These realities differ significantly from the densely populated urban 
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border regions of the Puget Sound / B.C. Lower Mainland, and Lower Great Lakes regions, or 
the smaller communities clustered along the boundary waters east (and west) of the Great Lakes. 
 
Table 1 
Alberta and Montana Borderlands     
Alberta / South-eastern BC    Northern Montana 
Medium-sized urban (2011)    Western Border Counties 
• Lethbridge  CMA  106,000  * Flathead (Kalispell)    94,000 
• Medicine Hat CMA   73,000  * Lincoln (Eureka)    20,000 

Central region 
Rural and small urban (2011)    * Cascade (Great Falls)   83,800 
• South-eastern AB    30,800   * Hill (Havre)     17,000 
• South-western AB    55,400  * Glacier (Cut Bank)    13,800  
• Cranbrook CA (BC)   25,000  * Five other counties    26,200 
• East Kootenays (BC)   31,700  Eastern  

* six counties     34,800 
Total     321,900  Total    289,600 
 
Calgary CMA   1,215,000 
 
Sources: Statistics Canada, 2011 census data; U. S. Census Bureau 
 
 However, overlapping political boundaries, administrative districts of national border 
agencies, and broadly dispersed trade flows require a broader view of the border to encompass 
the Western prairie provinces and plains states and neighboring mountain regions.  A December 
2014 joint report1 notes twenty-one border crossings, including the seasonal2 Chief Mountain 
crossing, in the 1,146 kilometers (712 miles) between the western loop of the Kootenay River on 
the Idaho-British Columbia border and the Manitoba-Saskatchewan border adjoining North 
Dakota. Four crossings are designated as “major border crossings” with fifty or more trucks 
crossing into the United States daily (although this definition appears to be elastic in other 
jurisdictions). Two crossings with fewer than 50 trucks, but more than 400 southbound passenger 

                                                        
1 U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Transport Canada, Canada Border Services Agency, and U.S. 

Department of Transportation (2014), Border Infrastructure Investment Plan: Canada-United States December 
2014 (Washington and Ottawa: December); http://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/border-
infrastructure-investment-plan-december-2014_0.pdf; accessed June 11, 2015. 

2 The Chief Mountain crossing, at the edge of Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, is open May 
through October; there is an additional seasonal pedestrian crossing within the park at Goat Haunt, at the south end 
of Waterton Lake.  
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vehicles daily are designated as “medium-sized.”  Another fifteen are designated as “small or 
remote” – a catch-all phrase including wide variations in average and seasonal traffic levels (see 
Appendix I). 
 
Table 2 
Border Crossings  
    Km. Miles Major Border Medium-Sized  Small/Remote 
      Crossings Crossings  Crossings 
Alberta-Montana  298 185 1 – Sweetgrass 0   6* 
            /Coutts 
British Columbia-Idaho    72   45 1 – Eastgate 1 – Porthill/Rykerts 0 

     /Kingsgate  
British Columbia-Montana 144   89 0  1 – Roosville  0 
Saskatchewan-Montana  435 271 1 – Raymond 0     5 

     /Regway     
Sask. – North Dakota                  197       122 1 – Portal  0   5 

     /N. Portal  
* includes seasonal port at Chief Mountain. 
Sources: U.S. Department of Homeland Security et al (2014); International Boundary Commission (n.d.), 
“Boundary Facts,” (Washington and Ottawa); online at: 
www.internationalboundarycommission.org/boundaryfacts.html (26/06/15). 
 
 Why are crossings from neighbouring provinces into Idaho and North Dakota included in 
an analysis of the Alberta-Montana border?  Sizeable volumes of Alberta’s trade (exports and 
imports, truck and rail) flow through the ports of Eastgate and Portal respectively, as noted in the 
next section of this paper.  These routes are also regionally significant travel corridors, with 
considerable traffic from Calgary and Southern Alberta travelling through Roosville to the 
Flathead Valley of northwestern Montana, and smaller volumes passing through 
Kingsgate/Eastgate to and from the Idaho Panhandle, Spokane, and beyond.  

 
Montana’s borders with its PNWER neighbours fall into three distinct areas. The six 

crossings of the sparsely populated eastern border region along the Montana-Saskatchewan 
border – about 270 miles (435 km.) – serve area residents primarily, although the 24-hour 
Raymond crossing serves the main regional truck corridor between Regina and the U.S. 
Interstate highway system at Glendive, MT.  The five smaller crossings saw a combined average 
of 92 cars and 3 trucks a day headed south in 2014.  

 
The central border region has five crossings. The 24 hour crossing at Sweetgrass / Coutts, 

which links Alberta to the U.S. interstate system (I-15), accounts for virtually all the region’s 
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commercial truck traffic – averaging 400 southbound trucks daily in 2014.3 (Figures for 
northbound trucks are only available for 2012, and only for major ports of entry.)  The port of 
Wild Horse links tourist and shopping traffic between Medicine Hat, AB and Havre, MT.  Cross-
border tourism and recreational flows contribute to growing traffic volumes to and from Glacier 
and Waterton Lakes National Parks (Piegan/Carway), and between the Lethbridge area and the 
Flathead Valley of northwestern Montana through Carway and Del Bonita.  

 
On the western side of the Continental Divide, the port of Roosville services sizeable 

traffic flows – averaging 650 vehicles daily – between the East Kootenay region of British 
Columbia and the Flathead Valley, along with significant recreational and tourist traffic to and 
from the Calgary area (see Appendix I). Eastgate, ID/Kingsgate, BC, on US/BC 95, is the largest 
commercial port of entry in the East Kootenays, linking Alberta and southeastern BC with 
northern Idaho and eastern Washington State. Porthill, ID / Rykerts, BC is a busy regional 
crossing, serving 483 southbound passenger vehicles daily in 2014. 

 
These boundaries are also reflected to some extent in internal administrative divisions of 

the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. Although CBP’s Area Port Director in Great Falls 
oversees all ports of entry in Montana and Idaho, district boundaries between the U.S. Border 
Patrol’s Havre, MT and Spokane, WA sectors track the continental divide until reaching 
southern Idaho.4 Administration of the Canada Border Services Agency’s land border crossings 
in Alberta and Saskatchewan are overseen from Coutts, AB. 

 
Cross-border travellers also account for significant passenger volumes through northern 

Montana’s two airports – about 20 percent of passengers boarding at Great Falls, and substantial 
traffic through Kalispell’s Glacier Park International Airport. 5 Anecdotal evidence suggests that 
growing Canadian passenger volumes is closely linked to market penetration by deep discount 
airlines such as Allegiant Air travelling to Las Vegas and other popular vacation destinations. 

 
Alberta’s Trade Corridors with Montana and Neighbouring States 
 

                                                        
3 U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics (2015),  

http://transborder.bts.gov/programs/international/transborder/TBDR_BC/TBDR_BC_QuickSearch.html; author’s 
calculations. 

4 The Havre Sector’s administrative boundaries incorporate Montana east of the Continental Divide, all of 
Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah, and portions of Eastern Idaho. U.S. Bureau of Customs and Border Protection 
(2015), “Havre Sector Border Patrol Overview,” mimeo,  distributed for CBP Citizens’ Academy, Great Falls, MT, 
June 2015. 

5Confidential interview, Great Falls, MT, June 2015.  
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Markets for Alberta’s principal export products are widely dispersed throughout North 
America, along with East and Northeast Asia for its agricultural products, rather than 
concentrated in its immediate cross-border regions (Policy Research Institute, 2008:6; Statistics 
Canada, 2014). These distances place a premium on efficient systems for the transportation of 
bulk commodities, particularly railway and pipeline networks (see Table 3), and on international 
air travel, whether for business or tourism purposes.  They also contribute to relatively 
significant border effects which, in turn, have been reinforced by regional and cross-border  
 
Table 3 
Alberta Merchandise Exports to United States Shipped Through Ports of Entry in (2014) 
   Truck  Rail  Pipeline Total  
Montana  58.3%    3.3%    8.6%  28.6%  
North Dakota  22.7%  34.6%    0.4%    7.1%   
Idaho     9.0%    7.5%    2.7%    3.9% 
Washington    2.8%    9.5%    5.8%    6.1% 
Minnesota    0.1%  36.8%    9.6%  12.8% 
Other      7.1%    8.3%  72.9%  41.5% 
   --------  -------  -------  ------ 
Total     7.6%  14.4%  78.0%  100%  
Value (in mm USD) 7,257.6 13,684.4 74,182.4 
 
recent years. Indeed, a 2008 federal report indicated that Alberta had the greatest “border effects” 
of any province other than Saskatchewan in its cross-border trade with the United States 
(Canada. Policy Research Institute: 2008:6).  Bulk shipments by pipeline and rail accounted for 
92.4 percent of Alberta’s exports to the United States through widely dispersed Ports of Entry in 
2014 (see Table 3, Appendix II). Initial analysis of border freight and crossing statistics from the 
bilateral Border Infrastructure Investment Plan (BIIP) of 2014 indicate that there is a very limited 
correlation between volumes of truck traffic crossing the border northbound and southbound and 
the value of freight carried (see Appendix IV).  By contrast, the bulk of Montana’s trade with 
Canada is conducted with its three neighbouring provinces, as noted in Table 4.  The largest 
volume of shipments – both exports (73.1 percent) and imports (64.8  
Table&4&

& & & &Montana's&Land&Border&Trade&with&Canada,&Western&Provinces&;&2014&
& &

&
MM.&USD& %&by&truck&

& &Exports&to&Canada& 549.0& 79.5&
& &;;&Alberta& 223.3& 76.1&
& &;;&Saskatchewan& 92.3& 94.7&
& &;;&British&Columbia& 47.4& 72.1&
& &Imports&from&Canada& 5,553.6& 14.7&
& &;;&Alberta& 5,014.4& 15.9&
& &
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;;&Saskatchewan& 131.5& 83.1&
& &;;&British&Columbia& 120.0& 79.8&
& &

& & & & &Source:&U.S.&Bureau&of&Transportation&Statistics;&author’s&calculations;&
& &http://transborder.bts.gov/programs/international/transborder/TBDR_QA.html&

accessed&June&11,&2015.&
& & & & 

Table 5 
Montana Ports of Entry – Truck Freight Shipments by Value: 2014 
(in millions of U.S. dollars) 
   Imports MT as  Exports MT as 
   MT US % of US MT US % of US 
Sweetgrass  384.6 5,125.0     7.5  216.0 8,546.6      2.5 
*  percent of total   64.8      90.4     --    73.1      95.6      -- 
Raymond    75.6    324.2   23.3      45.9    390.8    11.7 
Roosville    63.6      80.4   79.1    13.8      31.8    43.4 
Great Falls      3.1        3.1 100.0       0.0      13.2      0.0   
Wildhorse    15.8      15.8   99.9      0.1        0.3    24.1 
Turner     12.0      12.1   99.0      2.7        2.8    99.0 
Peigan     11.9      11.9   99.7      1.7        2.5    67.3 
Scobie       8.7        8.8   99.9      1.4        7.7    17.9 
Whitlash      9.1        9.2   99.3      0.17        0.23  72.5 
Other       9.1      16.7   44.4      5.3        7.3    71.5 
Total   593.5 5,667.0  10.5  295.6 8,937.0      3.3 
% of Montana truck 
Freight from / to  
Canada through   74.5      67.7 
Montana POEs 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 
http://transborder.bts.gov/programs/international/transborder/TBDR_QA.html; 
accessed June 11, 2015. 
percent)pass through the port of Sweetgrass (Coutts), followed distantly by Raymond (see Table 
5).  
 
 However, more than 90 percent of the value of truck freight passing through Montana’s 
ports of entry to and from Canada – particularly through Sweetgrass and Raymond -- is long-
haul, rather than originating in or destined for Montana businesses and farms (see Table 5).  
Conversely, most trade through smaller rural ports is local or regional. 
 
Travel Flows 
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 Cross-border travel flows in Montana’s borderlands with Alberta, B.C. and Saskatchewan 
vary substantially from those in the Puget Sound / B.C. Lower Mainland region or in border 
regions neighboring the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence Valley. Table 6 notes medium-term 
trends and relative seasonality for southbound cross-border passenger vehicle traffic in the 
Western United States and Canada. 
 
Table 6 
Cross-Border Travel: Southbound Crossings Western United States and Canada 2000 vs. 2013 

&
2013& 2000& Ratio& 2013& 2000&

&
cars/day& cars/day& 2013:2000&

Std.&
Dev.&

Std.&
Dev.&

NORTHERN'BORDER' 92694.21' 101098.0' 0.917' 0.179' 0.203'
ALASKA' 248.7& 323.1' 0.770' 1.055' 1.030&
WASHINGTON' 24604.04' 16581.01' 1.484' 0.274' 0.220'
WA:Blaine&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&13638.2& 9129.2& 1.494& 0.107% 0.166&
WA:Sumas&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&3381.3& 2242.6& 1.508& 0.137% 0.211&
WA:Point&Roberts&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&3313.1& 2166.5& 1.529& 0.110% 0.300&
WA:Lynden&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&2206.7& 1629.4& 1.354& 0.149% 0.382&
WA:Oroville&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&1025.7& 702.2& 1.461& 0.270% 0.286&
IDAHO'' 762.1' 572.3' 1.332' 0.274' 0.364'
ID;Porthill& 497.4& 315.7& 1.575& 0.151% 0.215&
MONTANA'' 2092.8' 1342.5' 1.559' 0.374' 0.429'
MT:Sweetgrass&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&852.2& 587.2& 1.451& 0.194% 0.201&
MT:Roosville&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&629.4& 255.6& 2.462& 0.374% 0.431&
MT:Peigan&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&323.3& 288.4& 1.121& 0.868% 0.968&
NORTH'DAKOTA' 2318.7' 1730.4' 1.340' 0.270' 0.324'
ND:Pembina&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&1039.1& 629.5& 1.651& 0.293% 0.352&
ND:Portal&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&280.8& 231.8& 1.211& 0.269% 0.300&

Source: U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics, author’s calculations. 
  

Crossing volumes between neighboring provinces and Montana increased 55.9 percent 
between 2000 and 2013, reflecting a combination of population growth and a stronger Canada-
U.S. exchange rate since about 2005 (except for 2009). However, unlike most other northern 
border regions, overall cross-border traffic volumes into Montana and Idaho did not subside with 
the substantial appreciation of the U.S. dollar in 2014 (see Table 7) – a pattern  which 
subsequently continued in the first three months of 2015. 

 
Table 7 
BORDER CROSSING DATA: IMPACT OF EXCHANGE RATE SHIFTS: 2014-15 
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Southern&Alberta&/&SE&BC&Crossings&with&Montana&
& & & &

& &
National&Rank& Cars&per&Day&

%&
change&

& &
2014& 2013& 2014& 2013& 2013;14&

&
MT:&Sweetgrass& 22& 22& 833.5& 852.2& ;2.2&

&
MT:&Roosville& 24& 24& 647.8& 629.4& 2.9&

&
MT:&Piegan& 35& 34& 303.6& 323.3& ;6.1&

&
MT:&Del&Bonita& 56& 56& 81.1& 74& 9.5&

&
MT:&Wildhorse& 61& 61& 49.3& 53.2& ;7.3&

&
Montana&;&AB/SE&BC&POEs&

& &
1915.3& 1932.1& 0.9&

&
Montana&Total&

& &
2081.7& 2092.8& ;0.5&

& & & & & & &
&

Washington;BC&Total&
& &

23707.5& 24604.0& ;3.6&

&
Idaho;BC&Total&

& &
766.4& 762.1& 0.6&

&
Alaska;BC&Total&

& &
246.6& 248.7& ;0.8&

&
US;Canada&Border&Total&

& &
87615.7& 91073.7& ;3.8&

 
Sources: U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics, author’s calculations. 

 
Only one border crossing in Montana or Idaho, Porthill-Rykerts, connects two 

communities of more than 1,000 residents less than an hour’s drive apart (depending on border 
conditions) – and has relatively low seasonal traffic variations (0.150 montly standard deviation 
in 2013).  Seasonality at Sweetgrass-Coutts (0.196) is comparable to Interstate highway 
connections linking both sizeable Great Lakes border communities and major travel corridors 
such as Port Huron/Sarnia (0.186) and Buffalo-Niagara Falls (0.188) (see Appendix V). 
However, most of the busier Montana/Idaho crossings: Roosville (0.376), Eastport (0.500), and 
Del Bonita (0.360) have significantly greater levels of seasonality. Peigan / Carway (0.868), 
linking Glacier and Waterton Parks National Parks and including a nearby seasonal crossing at 
Chief Moutain, has been the most heavily seasonal crossing on the U.S.-Canada border for many 
years serving an average of more than 200 southbound cars daily. 

 
Significant cross-border investments by Canadians in recreational properties and other 

forms of real estate, particularly in the Flathead Valley and Lincoln County in Northwestern 
Montana, contributed to the stabilization of cross-border travel, despite recent exchange rate 
shifts. As noted in Table 7, cross-border travel across Montana and Idaho borders remained 
stable despite a sharp drop in exchange rates in 2014, although these patterns vary at crossings 
with high levels of same-day and weekend traffic. 
 
 Given distances between major centres, cross-border shopping is not as prevalent a 
phenomenon as in adjoining urban border communities, although it is significant on “bigger-
ticket” items, dairy and poultry commodities subject to supply management within Canada, and 
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other selected items. Tourism promotion in Great Falls has been funded by an accommodation 
tax of hotel rooms for some years. During the period at which the Canadian and U.S. dollar were 
at or near par (2007-08; 2010-13), retailers in Great Falls included neighboring Canadian regions 
in their promotional advertising. The mid-2012 expansion of the duty-free limit for purchases to 
$ 200 per person (for 24 hour trips, from $ 50) and $ 800 (for trips of at least 48 hours, up from  
$ 400, separate rules for alcohol and tobacco products) may have reinforced the post-2009 
upward trend in cross-border travel. However, in the absence of detailed data for cross-border 
travel by Canadians and Americans, which is collected but generally not published by the 
Canada Border Services Agency, the specific impact of these measures on cross-border travel 
and retail sales remains to be determined. 

 
Cross-Border Air Travel 

 
Cross-border competition for air travellers has become an increasingly significant topic in 

recent years as major Canadian airports have raised concerns over declining market shares 
resulting from cross-border competition.6 Calgary International Airport’s share of the Canadian 
trans-border market has remained steady in recent years at 11-12 percent – about 2.8 million total 
enplanements and deplanements in 2013.7 Canadians accounted for about twenty percent of 
travellers passing through Great Falls International Airport in 2014,8 including both business 
travelers and those drawn by deep-discount carriers such as Allegiant Air – a figure equivalent to 
about 2.8 percent of Calgary’s cross-border traffic during the previous year. This figure, which is 
a far cry from the 36 percent market share provided in 2011 by Canadians in Grand Forks, ND,9 
which at a 2 – 2 ½ hour drive, is as close to Winnipeg as Calgary is to Lethbridge. This data 
suggests that cross-border air travel, whether for business or recreation, remains a useful niche 
service for residents of Southern Alberta, but has little direct effect on airport service levels or 
competitiveness in larger Alberta cities. 

 
Key Findings and Recommendations: 
 

                                                        
6 Vijay Gill (2012), “Driven Away: Why More Canadians are Choosing Cross-Border Airports,” 

(Ottawa: Conference Board of Canada, October); Mary-Jane Bennett (2013), “A New Policy is Required 
for Air Transportation,” (Winnipeg: Frontier Institute for Public Policy, January). 

7 Statistics Canada (2014), “Air Carrier Traffic at Canadian Airports: 2013,” Cat # 51-203  
(Ottawa: November).  

8 Confidential Interview, Montana business leader, July 2015.  

9 Bennett, A New Policy is Required for Air Transportation, 3.  
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 Trade and travel across the Alberta-Montana and neighbouring border regions are heavily 
influenced by broader national initiatives, whether unilateral domestic policy changes or 
cooperative measures under the Beyond-the-Border and Regulatory Cooperation Council 
processes.  Recent policy shifts noted which have contributed to increasing efficiency and 
improving impediments at the border include: 
 
• the government of Canada’s raising of personal customs exemption thresholds for trips of 

more than 24 and 48 hours;  
• changes to “in-bond, in transit” rules for truck freight expanding opportunities for long-haul 

truckers to cross one country’s territory in delivering shipments between two or more points 
in their country-of-origin; 

• the gradual roll-out of e-manifest rules to streamline administrative systems for cross-border 
truck, rail, and marine freight;  

• introduction of “known employer” pilot projects to streamline the adjudication of 
applications by employers in the United States to make use of staff from Canada and other 
countries; 

• pilot projects for “remote access” of travelers at relatively remote border crossings on the 
Minnesota-Manitoba and Quebec-Vermont borders.  

• In addition, the signing of the Agreement on Land, Rail, Marine and Air Transport 
Preclearance in March 2015 provides a welcome policy framework for continued progress 
towards truck and rail freight preclearance. However, continued progress on freight pre-
clearance remains a major priority for shippers and transportation sectors in both countries. 

 
 The realities of distance, dispersed populations, and diverse economic activity on each 
side of the border result in interactions with border- or interjurisdictionally-driven (“beyond-the-
border”) regulations that are heavily segmented by sector. Engagement with border issues by 
general business and economic development organizations is more episodic, usually driven by 
persistent concerns raised by individual members. Despite the existence of numerous locally-
focussed groups on both sides of the border, there are no overarching regional business or 
economic development organizations comparable to other border regions that could serve as a 
focal point for strategic development or strengthening the capacity of business and other 
community stakeholders to engage and provide constructive input to government officials on 
border issues.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: That local governments of communities on significant trade and 
travel corridors in Alberta, Saskatchewan, Montana, and Idaho form border advisory 
councils, preferably with the support of their respective provincial and state governments. 
The councils should facilitate information sharing and cooperation among business 
organizations and other relevant community stakeholders, including economic 
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development associations within their respective jurisdictions, and along with effective 
liaison with representatives of border services, other relevant administrative agencies, and 
border advisory councils in neighboring provinces and states.   
 
 One key factor in limiting broader (as opposed to sector-specific) business engagement 
with border issues and related domestic regulatory barriers to legitimate trade and travel, is the 
lack of publicly available, complementary data on border crossings – particularly from the 
government of Canada. Business groups interviewed for this study in both the United States and 
Canada have noted the absence of timely data on northbound movements of people and freight, 
as well as movements of Canadians and Americans across the border.  Although data published 
by the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics is helpful in helping to identify aggregate and 
monthly traffic volumes across a number of categories, it would be helpful for the Canada 
Border Services Agency to publish monthly and annual crossing data for each entry point into 
Canada at regular intervals, and in doing so, to provide additional data on crossings by 
Canadians and Americans.  
 
RECOMMENDATION – That the Canada Border Services Agency release online, 
searchable monthly and annual data on northbound border crossings and freight 
movements comparable to that provided for southbound traffic and freight movements by 
the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. In addition, such data should be 
disaggregated by border crossing to allow researchers to identify cross-border movements 
of both Canadians and Americans to facilitate relevant policy and economic analyses. 
 

Large firms dependent on North American and international supply chains have 
developed specialized regulatory compliance capacities that add to overall costs, but can at least 
be amortized over larger volumes of shipments or traffic. At the same time, national business or 
sectoral associations work with one another and their respective federal governments to promote 
greater harmonization or mutual recognition of regulations in key areas under the bilateral 
Beyond-the-Borders and Regulatory Coordination Council processes initiated by President 
Obama and Prime Minister Harper in 2011.10  
 
 This process is probably most advanced in the trucking industry, with movement towards 
the implementation of E-manifest systems to provide for the more consistent application of 
advanced commercial information systems for truck and rail freight entering the United States 
and Canada. Such systems inevitably depend on the familiarity, expertise and consistency with 
                                                        

10More challenging to resolve are the interaction of provincial-state different highway 
configurations and the interaction of different hours of service rules in the United States and Canada, 
which increasingly create issues for long-haul trucking firms, particularly those dependent on owner-
operators.   
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which both private sector and border agency staff process and administer the required 
paperwork. U.S. Customs and Border Protection officials have indicated that they are available 
to deliver information forums on border regulations and processes to assist first-time and 
occasional exporters.  
 

Several businesses and business groups consulted as part of the research for this paper 
have also indicated that inconsistencies in the administration of border processes by agency staff 
– whether between ports, or sometimes in the processing of shipments just a few truck lengths 
apart – create costly and unnecessary delays more often than they should. Such issues are at least 
as great a problem for CBSA border officers as for their CBP counterparts. 
 
 Best practices, such as those found in certain regionally important agri-food subsectors, 
involve regular contacts with regulators and technical staff in multiple jurisdictions on each side 
of the border. PNWER’s livestock health task force is a good example of one such forum for 
consultation. However, the organization of food safety standards and processes at the federal 
level, the wide range of issues involved, and the political sensitivity of food safety issues have 
made cross-border cooperation and coordination in these areas a complex, drawn-out process.  
 
 Consultation with both general business and sectoral organizations suggests that the 
greatest disruption is usually experienced by small business owners, farmer and ranchers who 
deal sporadically with border processes, and lack the familiarity with rules and processes to 
organize their businesses around border agency requirements. In discussions with business 
agencies,  
 
RECOMMENDATION:  Border region Chambers of Commerce should hold periodic 
information sessions on border processes for small businesses (including farm- and ranch-
based businesses) to help them anticipate and manage regulatory border-related 
challenges. They programs should be organized in conjunction with the proposed border 
advisory councils, and representatives of national border security agencies. 
 
It would be useful for any such programs to include a component that would monitor the 
application and relative efficiency of processes for “single trip in-bond highway 
movements” to identify opportunities for facilitating cross-border trade by small 
businesses, particularly for small or combined shipments. 
 
 In most cases, there is consistency in designation of commercial ports and “permit ports” 
(and their Canadian equivalents) between the border services agencies of the United States and 
Canada. One area in which further research would be useful is the clarification of criteria in each 
country for the designation of commercial and permit ports to identify areas of inconsistency 
which could be harmonized without major implications for other domestic policies. Some 
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observers have suggested that such an approach might facilitate a better alignment of services at 
the Roosville, MT/BC port of entry in particular.  
 

Another significant area of unpredictability involves firms servicing clients across the 
border. Rules governing such activities are frequently opaque, and subject to inconsistent 
administration by officials of border services agencies in each country. Discussions have been 
underway for some time over expanding the criteria for NAFTA multiple entry visas to facilitate 
cross-border business travel, as well as pilot projects such as the short-notice “will-call” process. 
However, at present, there is a lack of clarity in defining the specific nature and extent of border 
crossing issues for northbound and southbound business people and professionals seeking to 
service clients in the neighbouring country.  
 
RECOMMENDATION:  That the border issues council commission a targeted research 
project to identify and quantify specific challenges facing business and other service 
professionals in accessing and servicing clients on each side of the Alberta-Montana border 
and trans-mountain region, and to determine the extent to which these challenges arise 
from the vagueness or inconsistent application of national rules governing visas, business 
travel, and service levels at different ports of entry, or structural differences in related 
rules and policies in each country.  
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APPENDIX I 
BORDER CROSSINGS IN TRANS-MOUNTAIN PNWER REGION 
 
Major Border Crossings (50+ Trucks/day)  Passenger Vehicles Trucks 
       2014   2014 
       Rank # cars/ Rank # trucks 
        (‘000) day  (‘000) /day 

Sweetgrass, MT / Coutts, AB (I-15/AB4)  22 304.2 833.5  9 229.1 399.5 
(Great Falls-Shelby, MT   Lethbridge-  
                                                             Milk River, AB 

Eastgate, MT / Kingsgate, BC (US/BC 95) 
Coeur d’Alene-Bonner’s Ferry, ID Cranbrook, BC  36 103.4 283.4 15   63.9 175.2 

Raymond, MT / Regway, SK (MT-16 / SK. 6) 
Glendive-Raymond, MT   Regina, SK 58   26.5   72.6 23   19.5   53.5 

Portal, ND / North Portal, SK (US 52 / SK-39) 
Minot, ND   Estevan-Weyburn, SK  34 128.1 351.1 10   98.8 270.9 

Medium-Sized Border Crossings   Passenger Vehicles Trucks 
       2014   2014 
       Rank # cars/ Rank # trucks 
        (‘000) day  (‘000) /day 

Roosville, MT/BC (US/BC 93) 
Eureka-Whitefish, MT  Cranbrook, BC   24 236.4 647.8 35 10.8 29.7 

Porthill, ID / Rykerts BC (ID 1 – BC 21) 
Sandpoint-Bonner’s Ferry, ID Creston, BC)  27 176.3 483.0 43   7.5 20.4 
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Small or Remote Border Crossings   Passenger Vehicles Trucks 
       2014   2014 
       Rank # cars/ Rank # trucks 
        (‘000) day  (‘000) /day 

Piegan, MT / Carway, BC (US 89/AB 2)* 
Browning-Babb, MT  Cardston, AB  35 110.8 303.6 57   1.9   5.3 

Del Bonita, MT / AB (MT-213 / AB 62)   56   25.6   81.1 75   0.1   0.4 
Cut Bank / Browning, MT Magrath-Lethbridge  

Wild Horse, MT / AB (MT-232 / AB 41)  61   18.0   49.3 59   1.2   3.2 
Havre, MT   Medicine Hat, AB 

Turner, MT / Climax, SK (joint facility)    67   11.1   30.4 60   1.2   3.2 
Turner, MT   Climax, SK    

Scobey, MT/ Coronach, SK (MT-13 / SK 36)  73     7.1   19.3 61   1.1   3.1 
Scobey, MT   Coronach, SK 

Morgan, MT / Monchy, SK (US-191 / SK 4)  74     6.1   16.8 68   0.8   2.2 
Malta-Loring, MT  Swift Current, SK 

Willow Creek, MT/SK (MT-233 / SK-21)  76     4.8   13.0    80   0.01   0.03 
Havre, MT   Consul-Maple Ck., SK 

Opheim, MT / West Poplar River, SK (MT-24 / SK 2)  77     4.6   12.5 72   0.4   1.1    
Glasgow-Opheim, MT  Assiniboia, SK  

Whitlash, MT / Aden, AB     84     0.6     1.7 66   0.9   2.5 
Whitlash, MT   Foremost-Aden, AB  

* Includes seasonal crossing at Chief Mountain, MT/AB. 
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Small / Remote Border Crossings   Passenger Vehicles Trucks 
       2014   2014 
       Rank # cars/ Rank # trucks 
        (‘000) day  (‘000) /day 

Saskatchewan-North Dakota Border  
Noonan, ND / Estevan Hwy, SK    51  37.4 102.5 64   3.6   9.8 
Noonan, ND   Estevan, SK 
 
Sherwood, ND / Carievale, SK (ND-28 / SK 8)  59 22.8   62.7 36 10.3 28.4 
Minot-Sherwood, ND  Carievale, SK 
 
Northgate, ND/SK (ND-8 / SK 9)   60 22.6   62.0 33 11.3 31.0 
Minot-Northgate, ND   
 
Fortuna, ND/ Oungre, SK (US-85/SK 35)  66 11.3   31.0 51 4.2 10.2 
Williston-Fortuna, ND    Weyburn, SK 
 
Ambrose, ND / Torquay, SK    83   1.4   3.8 77 0.1   0.2 
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APPENDIX II 
ALBERTA EXPORTS – BY MODE OF SURFACE TRANSPORTATION: 2014 
 

Alberta Exports to US  
& & & &by State, mode of surface Truck& Rail& Pipeline& Total&

transport, 2014 
& & & &Illinois 25,844,336& 2,991,960& 27,171,363,023& 27,200,199,319&

Minnesota& 10,104,102& 5,039,941,246& 7,148,456,673& 12,198,502,021&

Montana 4,232,265,041& 449,791,339& 6,363,135,676& 11,045,192,056&

Michigan 126,179,530& 460,958,612& 6,428,576,090& 7,015,714,232&

North Dakota 1,645,225,861& 4,740,654,729& 319,013,859& 6,704,894,449&

Texas 15,329,279& 58,956& 6,548,588,794& 6,563,977,029&

Washington 203,979,580& 1,296,415,653& 4,323,246,481& 5,823,641,714&
New&York& 228,525,935& 490,414,679& 4,322,444,565& 5,041,385,179&
Idaho& 651,576,844& 1,031,164,483& 2,028,570,234& 3,711,311,561&

Missouri 3,527,264& 1,542,865& 3,376,774,859& 3,381,844,988&

Ohio 646,655& 6,432,943& 1,546,007,205& 1,553,086,803&

Other 106,526,244& 22,523,193& 4,135,012,043& 4,264,061,480&
New&England& 12,064,328& 149,451,678& 471,196,027& 632,712,033&
Total& 7,257,621,080& 13,684,366,528& 74,182,385,529& 95,124,373,137&
Percent& 7.6& 14.4& 78.0&

& 

% of Alberta exports through Montana border points to “Montana Imports” from Alberta: 

• Truck 14.0% 
• Rail 23.7% 
• Pipeline 71.0% 
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APPENDIX III 
Montana's imports, truck, 2014 Value&–&US&Dollars& Percent&

Sweetgrass, Montana 384,577,254 48.3&

Raymond, Montana 75,583,595 9.5&

Roosville, Montana 63,618,987 8.0&

Wildhorse, Montana 15,776,091 2.0&

Turner, Montana 12,016,166 1.5&

Whitlash, Montana 9,094,019 1.1&

Scobey, Montana 8,746,712 1.1&

Other Montana POEs 24,116,221& 3.0&

& & &Sault Ste Marie, Michigan 43,412,143 5.4&

Detroit, Michigan 27,254,780 3.4&

Port Huron, Michigan 26,426,334 3.3&

Blaine, Washington 21,141,832 2.7&

Pembina, North Dakota 19,891,591 2.5&

Portal, North Dakota 9,425,947 1.2&

Sumas, Washington 8,850,915 1.1&

Champlain-Rouses Point, New 
York 7,745,312 1.0&

Other Ports of Entry 38,922,225& 4.9&

Total 796,600,124&
& 
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Appendix&V&
& & & & & & & & &40&Busiest&Canada;U.S.&Border&Crossings&

& & & & & & &Relative&Seasonality:&2013&
& & & & & & & &

Madawaska,&ME& 0.051&
&

Ogdensburg,&NY& 0.196&
&

Other&Montana&Crossing&
Areas&

Detroit,&MI& 0.067&
&

Houlton,&ME& 0.229&
&

Whitlash,'MT' 0.199'
Van&Buren,&ME& 0.097&

&
Warroad,&MN& 0.248&

&
Opheim,'MT' 0.208'

Fort&Kent,&ME& 0.097&
&

Grand&Portage,&MN& 0.254&
&

Turner,'MT' 0.248'
Messena,&NY& 0.098&

&
Portal,&ND& 0.269&

&
Del'Bonita,'MT' 0.360'

Bridgewater,&ME& 0.102&
&

Oroville,&WA& 0.270&
&

Willow'Creek,'MT' 0.379'
Blaine.&WA& 0.107&

&
International&Falls,& 0.280&

&
Morgan,'MT' 0.392'

Point&Roberts,&WA& 0.110&
&

Norton,&VT& 0.287&
&

Wild'Horse,'MT' 0.410'
Sault&Ste.&Marie,&MI& 0.124&

&
Trout&River,&NY& 0.293&

& & & &Fort&Fairfield,&ME& 0.128&
&

Derby&Line,&VT& 0.309&
& & & &

& & & & & & & & & & &Sumas,&WA& 0.137&
&

Eastport,&ME& 0.317&
& & & &

Lynden,&WA& 0.149&
&

Champlain;
Rouses.Pt.,NY& 0.335&

& & & &Porthill,'ID' 0.151'
&

Alexandria&Bay,&NY& 0.351&
& & & &Limestone,&ME& 0.163&

&
Roosville,'MT' 0.374'

& & & &Calais,&ME& 0.165&
&

Highgate&Sprgs.,VT& 0.391&
& & & &Baudette,&ME& 0.167&

&
Beecher&Falls,&VT& 0.421&

& & & &Richford,&VT& 0.185&
&

Dunseith,&ND& 0.440&
& & & &Port&Huron,&ME& 0.186&

&
Eastport,'ID' 0.504'

& & & &Buffalo;Niag.&Falls& 0.188&
&

Jackman,&ME& 0.630&
& & & &Sweetgrass,'MT' 0.194'

&
Piegan,'MT' 0.868'

& & & &
& & & & & & & & & & &Source:&U.S.&Bureau&of&Transportation&Statistics,&author's&calculations.&

& & & & 
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Overview'
!  The'Borders'in'Globalization'Project'
!  The'Prairie/Plains'/'TransPMountain'Region'(AlbertaPMontana'plus)'
!  Trends'in'TradePTravel'Flows'in'broader'ABPMT'region'
!  Major'issues'and'recommendations'



Borders'in'Globaliza/on'(BiG)'Project'
!  International'academic'partnership'network'of'twenty'universities'engaged'

with'public,'private,'nonPgov�t'sector'organizations'(incl.'PNWER)'engaged'
with'border'issues'and'management'

!  BiG�s'purpose'is'to'build'excellence'in'the'knowledge'and'understanding'of'
borders'by:'
!  Creating'new'policyPrelevant'knowledge'and'facilitating'knowledge'transfer'on'

issues'including'security,'trade,'migration'and'environmental'flows'/'
movements;'

!  Identifying'cultural,'technological,'and'regional'forces'affecting'borders'and'
borderlands'in'Canada�s'regions,'North'America,'and'globally.'

!  Developing'policy)roundtables'with'nonPacademic'partners'in'every'region'of'
Canada,'together'with'national'roundPtables'on'crossPcutting'policy'themes.'

!  Seven'provincial'/'regional'sections'(Alberta,'Arctic,'Atlantic,'BC,'ManPSask,'
Ontario,'Quebec)'+'international'partnerships'

!  Funded'by'Social'Sciences'&'Humanities'Research'Council'of'Canada'
(SSHRC),'partner'universities,'plus'additional'project'funding.'



Border'Perspec1ves'
Dispersed'territory,'popula1on'.'.'.''



Border'Perspec1ves'
Dispersed'territory,'popula1on'.'.'.''
Alberta()SE)British)Columbia) Montana)
MediumPsized'urban'(2011) ' ''
!  Lethbridge'CMA ' '106,000'
!  Medicine'Hat'CMA '''73,000 '

''
Rural'and'small'urban'(2011) ' ''
!  SouthPeastern'AB ' '''30,800'
!  SouthPwestern'AB' '''55,400 ''
!  Cranbrook'CA'(BC) '''25,000'
!  East'Kootenays'(BC) '''31,700'
'
Total' ' ' '321,900 '

''
Calgary'CMA ' '1,215,000'
'
Source:'Statistics'Canada,'2011'Census.'

Western'Border'Counties'
!  Flathead'(Kalispell) ''94,000'
!  Lincoln'(Eureka) ''20,000'
Central'
!  Cascade'(Great'Falls) '''83,800'
!  Hill'(Havre) ' '''17,000'
!  Glacier'(Cut'Bank) '''13,800'
!  Five'other'counties '''26,200'
Eastern''
!  six'counties ' '''34,800'
Total ' ' '289,600'
'
Source:'U.S.'Census'Bureau,'2014. ''



Prairies'/'Plains'/'Trans<Mountain'Region'
“Alberta<Montana'Plus”'



The'Land'Border'
A'Border'Security'/'Service'Agencies'View'
CBP'Oversight'(Great'Falls): 'Montana'and'Idaho'(14'land'POEs)'
U.S.'Border'Patrol:'Havre'(Montana'east'of'Continental'Divide);'Spokane'(E'WA,'ID,'W'

MT)'
CBSA'Oversight'(Coutts): 'Alberta'/'Saskatchewan'
'

' ' ' 'Km 'Mi. 'Major 'Medium ''Small/Remote'
AlbertaPMontana ' '298 '185 '1'' '''''0 ' '6*'

' ' ' ' ' 'SweetgrassP'
' ' ' ' ' 'Coutts'

BCPMontana ' '144 '''89 ' '''''1'Roosville '0'
BCPIdaho ' ' '''72 '''45 '1''Eastgate/''1''Porthill'0'

' ' ' ' ' ''''Kingsgate'''''Rykerts'
SaskatchewanPMontana '435 '271 '1''Raymond/'0 ' '5'

' ' ' ' ' '''''Regway'
SaskatchewanPN.'Dakota '197 '122 '1''Portal'/' ''''''0 ' '5'

' ' ' ' ' '''''N.'Portal'
Total ' ' '1,146 '712 '4'
*'Includes'seasonal'port'/'crossing'at'Chief'Mountain'
'
'
'



Border'Perspec1ves'
Different'Interests,'Different'Borders'
AB(NW)MT)Tourism)
Border) Trucking)Industry)View)



The'Trade'Border'
!  Southbound'trade'dominated'by'bulk'commodities'

!  widely'distributed'
!  IP15'corridor'(Sweetgrass'/'Coutts)'principal'NPS'corridor'for'trucks'
!  Other'major'truck'corridors'through'Portal'(ND/SK),'Eastgate'(ID/BC)'
!  9th,'10th,'and'15rd'busiest'CanPUS'truck'crossings'(of'83)'
!  Major'rail'corridors'from'Blaine'(WA)'through'Int’l'Falls'(MN)'
!  Raymond'/'Regway'secondary'gateway'(after'Portal)'for'SK'trade'with'Western'

states'(#'23)'
!  Northbound'trade'

!  IP15'corridor'dominant'corridor,'followed'by'US/BC'95'through'N.'Portal,'SK,'
Kingsgate,'BC'Higher'volumes'of'truck'freight'for'northbound'crossings'

!  Little'correlation'between'number'of'truck'shipments,'freight'value'
!  Growing'volume'of'“empties”'crossing'border'southbound'in'recent'years'

!  Smaller'crossings'(ex.'Raymond,'Roosville)'''
!  main'importance'for'local'shippers'/'customers'



The'Trade'Border'
Alberta) Montana)
!  Widely'dispersed'shipments'(2014)'

'(billions'of'US'dollars)'
!  Pipeline' '$74.2'bn. '78.0%'
!  Rail '$'13.7'bn.' '14.4% ''
!  Truck '$''7.3'bn. '''7.6%'

!  Major'truck'freight'shipments'
!  Montana '$''4.2'bn. '58.3%'''

!  Sweetgrass'
!  N.'Dakota '$''1.6'bn. '22.7%'

!  Portal'
!  Idaho '$'''650'mm'9.0%'

!  Eastgate ''
'
Source:'U.S.'Bureau'of'Transportations'Statistics'

'

!  Exports'to'Canada'(2014)'''$'549'mm'
' ' '$'mm. '%'by'truck'

!  Alberta '$'223.3 '76.1%'
!  Saskatchewan'''92.3 '94.7%'
!  B.C. '''''47.4 '72.1% ''

!  Value'of'Truck'Freight'through'
Montana'POEs'–'2014'(USD)'
' ' 'Exports' 'Imports'
'Total ' '8.9'bn. '5.7'bn. ''
'Sweetgrass '95.6% '90.4%'
'Raymond' '''4.4% '''5.7%'
'Roosville '''<'1% '''1.4%'
'MT'origin/destin. '''2.5% '''7.5%'



The'Travel'/'Tourism'Border'
!  Rapid'growth'of'crossPborder'travel'since'2005'
!  Reflects'population'growth,'relative'prosperity'
!  Minimal'penetration'of'NEXUS'cards,'“secure”'ID.'
!  Volumes'and'seasonality'vary'widely'across'crossings'
!  Limited'impact'of'exchange'rate'shift'in'2013P14'
'
INSERT)CHART)HERE.)



The'Travel'/'Tourism'Border'
!  Rapid'growth'of'crossPborder'travel'since'2005'
!  Reflects'population'growth,'relative'prosperity'
!  Minimal'penetration'of'NEXUS'cards,'“secure”'ID.'
!  Volumes'and'seasonality'vary'widely'across'crossings'
!  Limited'impact'of'exchange'rate'shift'in'2013P14'

' ' 'SB'cars/day' '%'change ' '%'chg. 'Monthly'standard'
' ' '2014 ' '2000P14 ' '2013P14 'deviation'(2013)'

Sweetgrass,'MT '''833.5 ' '''41.9% ' 'P''''2.2% '' '19.4%'
Roosville,'MT '''647.8 ' '153.4% ' '+'''2.9% ' '37.4%'
Porthill,'ID''' '483.0 ' '''52.9% ' ' ' '15.1%'
Piegan,'MT''' '303.6 ' '''''5.3% ' 'P''''6.1% ' '86.8%'
Eastgate,'ID '''283.4 ' '''10.4% ' ' ' '54.8%'
Del'Bonita,'MT '''''81.1 ' '''71.8% ' '+'''9.5% ' '36.0%'
Raymond,'MT '''''72.6 ' '()11.7% ) ) ) )31.4%'
Wild'Horse,'MT '''''49.3 ' '''n/a ' 'P''''7.3% ' '41.0%'
5'Eastern'MT. '''''92.0 ' '''16.6% ' ''''''n/a ' '20P40%'
Total:'MT/ID '2,848.0 ' '''48.7% ' 'P''''0.2% ' 'n/a'
CanadaPUS'Total ' ' ' ' 'P''''3.8% ' '20.3%'
'
'
'



Key'Findings'
!  Major'issues'vary'by'sector,'region'
!  Key'shared'issues'

!  Predictability'(wait'times'/'admin.'procedures)'
!  Big'difference'in'familiarity,'problems'between'regular,'occasional'users,'

whether'in'trade'or'travel'
!  Sectoral'issues'highly'technical,'generally'addressed'at'national'level.'
!  Major'focus'on'promoting'“prePclearance”'among'shippers,'truckers'

!  Some'progress'visible'as'a'result'of'BeyondPthePBorder'process'
!  Changes'to'“inPbond,'inPtransit”'rules'have'reduced'barriers'
!  Positive'expectations'for'new'EPmanifest'systems'!'but'training'critical'

for'both'private,'public'sector'employees'to'achieve'consistency'
!  “Known'employer”'pilots'may'help'with'business'staff'travel,'but'jury’s'still'

out'

'



Key'Findings'and'Recommenda1ons'
!  No'single'focus'for'coordinating'private'sector'information,'advocacy'

on'border'issues'in'Alberta,'Montana'
!  Recommend)creation'of'Border'Advisory'Councils'in'Alberta,'

Saskatchewan,'Montana,'Idaho'–'suggests'coordination'by'local'
governments,'Chambers,'economic'development'agencies''on'major'trade'
and'travel'corridors,'with'prov.'/'state'support'if'possible.'

!  Goal:'facilitate'information'sharing,'cooperation'among'major'stakeholder'
groups,'interaction'with'relevant'agencies'in'each'jurisdiction,'
counterparts'in'neighbouring'jurisdiction.''

!  Virtually'all'publicly'available'data'available'through'U.S.'government'
sources'
!  Recommend)that'Canada'Border'Services'Agency'(CBSA)'release'online,'

searchable'data'(monthly,'annual)'on'northbound'freight'movements,'
travel'crossings'comparable'to'US'Bureau'of'Transportation'Statistics.'
Data'should'allow'for'disaggregation'of'movements'by'Canadians,'
Americans.'

'



Key'Findings'and'Recommenda1ons'II'
!  Occasional'and'periodic'users'have'greatest'challenges'with'border'

procedures,'requirements'!'especially'small'businesses,'ranchers'and'
farmers'engaged'in'occasional'crossPborder'shipments.'
!  Recommend)that'border'region'Chambers'of'Commerce'hold'periodic'

information'sessions'on'border'processes'for'small'businesses,'agriPfirms,'in'
cooperation'with'Border'Agencies,'proposed'advisory'councils.')

!  Frequent'reports'of'inconsistent'application'of'border'rules'governing'
trade,'business'travel,'freight'shipments'
!  Recommend)that'PNWER'border'issues'council'commission'targeted'

research'project'to'identify'and'quantify'specific'challenges'facing'business'
and'other'service'professionals,'determine'extent'to'which'compliance'issues'
relate'to'structure'of'rules,'relatively'lack'of'familiarity'by'border'users'or'by'
border'agency'staff.''

!  Recommend)monitoring'application'of'“single'trip'inPbond'highway'
movements”'to'identify'areas'requiring'improved'public'information,'training'
for'border'users'and/or'agency'staff.'


